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ABSTRACT

Actuaries and Aeries: Can Number Crunchers Predict Bunker
Builders?

This tongue-in-cheek research study delves into the intriguing relationship between the
number  of  actuaries  in  Oregon  and  Google  searches  for  "how  to  build  a  bunker."
Leveraging data from the Bureau of  Labor  Statistics for  the count  of  actuaries and
Google Trends for bunker-building queries,  this study applies correlation analysis  to
uncover  whether  there  is  a  statistical  link  between  these  seemingly  unrelated
phenomena. The results revealed a striking correlation coefficient of 0.6917751 and p <
0.01,  suggesting  a  potential  association  between the  presence of  actuaries  and an
interest in bunker construction. As we crunch the numbers, it becomes clear that the act
of pondering underground shelter construction is not just for the paranoid - it's a serious
statistical matter!
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I. Introduction

Peering into the world of numbers and trends can often yield unexpected and, dare I say, 

eccentric connections. As researchers with a penchant for uncovering peculiar patterns, we were 

drawn to investigate the correlation between the number of actuaries in Oregon and the 

frequency of Google searches for "how to build a bunker." In this study, we tasked ourselves 

with the challenge of bridging the gap between the serious business of actuarial science and the 

not-so-subtle quest for subterranean shelters - because who says statisticians can't have a sense of

humor?

  

But why delve into the esoteric realm of actuarial science and bunker building, you might ask? 

Well, as the old joke goes, "Why did the actuary cross the road? To reach a higher statistical 

significance level!" And, what do actuaries and architects have in common? They both enjoy 

celebrating ground-breaking achievements! Jesting aside, our inquiry stems from a genuine 

curiosity about the societal forces that drive interest in bunker construction, and whether these 

forces could potentially intersect with the presence of actuarial professionals.

The juxtaposition of these two seemingly disparate phenomena may seem like a statistical 

punchline waiting for a setup, but as we embark on this exploration, we aim to tease out any 

substantive connections and uncover the underlying story that these data present. After all, who 

wouldn't want to know whether an uptick in bunker-related searches can be predicted using 

actuarial metrics, right? It's time to shed some light on the statistical significance of bunker-

busting revelations and the number-crunching prowess of actuaries!
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II. Literature Review

The connection between quantitative professionals and seemingly unrelated societal phenomena 

is a subject that has piqued the interest of researchers for decades. Smith et al. (2015) found a 

significant correlation between the density of accountants in urban areas and the sales of lock-

picking tools. Similarly, Doe (2018) observed a positive relationship between the number of 

statisticians in a region and the popularity of vegetable-themed music bands. These studies 

highlight the potential for statistical professionals to impact unconventional aspects of society, 

prompting our investigation into the relationship between the prevalence of actuaries in Oregon 

and the frequency of "how to build a bunker" searches on Google.

It is a commonly held belief that the field of actuarial science is a realm of seriousness and 

solemnity, but one must not discount the whimsical side of number crunchers. As the old saying 

goes, "Why don't actuaries ever gamble? Because they always make sure the odds are in their 

favor!" (Jones, 2009). This lighthearted quip encapsulates the underlying humor that often 

underpins the work of actuaries, making it all the more fitting for them to be associated with the 

more enigmatic realm of bunker construction inquiries.

Turning to the world of non-fiction literature, books such as "Financial Derivatives for 

Dummies" and "The Actuary's Almanac" have long been staples for professionals in the field. 

However, their relevance to the study at hand is far less intriguing than that of fictional works 

such as "The Bunker Builder's Bible" and "Underground Adventures: A Tale of Subterranean 

Secrets." While these titles may not provide empirical evidence, they certainly speak to the 

ongoing fascination with bunker construction and the allure of hidden subterranean spaces.
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Venturing further into the depths of literature, one cannot overlook the impact of unorthodox 

sources of information. A perusal through the annals of CVS receipts revealed an unexpected yet 

surprisingly comprehensive repository of "how to build a bunker" tips, forming a truly peculiar 

addition to the extant literature on the subject.

As we navigate this comical yet thought-provoking investigation, it becomes abundantly clear 

that the intersection of actuarial science and bunker-building queries presents an enthralling 

opportunity to meld quantitative analysis with the quirkier aspects of contemporary societal 

trends. After all, what better way to appreciate the multifaceted nature of statistician humor than 

by uncovering the statistical significance of bunker-building affinities?

III. Methodology

To investigate the potential relationship between the number of actuaries in Oregon and the 

frequency of Google searches for "how to build a bunker," our research team embarked on a 

comical journey through the maze of statistical analysis and internet data mining. As we delved 

into this peculiar puzzle, we aimed to apply rigorous methods, despite the temptation to make 

endless bunker-related puns.

First, we gathered data on the count of actuaries in Oregon from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

using their Occupational Employment Statistics database. We meticulously tallied the number of 

number-crunching professionals in the quirky state of Oregon, resisting the urge to calculate the 

chances of an actuary predicting the exact punchline of a dad joke. The data spanned the years 

2004 to 2022, allowing us to capture the full spectrum of the actuarial workforce in Oregon.
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Next, to capture the whimsical world of bunker enthusiasts, we turned to Google Trends and 

extracted the search volume index for the term "how to build a bunker" in Oregon. We couldn't 

help but marvel at the wacky search queries related to underground abodes, resisting the 

temptation to delve into our own bunker-building aspirations. The Google Trends data was also 

collected from 2004 to 2022, aligning with the timeline of our actuarial data to ensure coherence 

in our analysis.

With the datasets in hand, we bravely confronted the challenge of statistical analysis. Employing 

the power of correlation coefficients, we sought to uncover any meaningful association between 

the count of actuaries and the frequency of bunker-building searches. As we waded through the 

sea of statistical calculations, we couldn't help but appreciate the humor in attempting to predict 

the seriousness of bunker inquiries using the meticulous deliberations of actuaries.

To ensure the robustness of our findings, we utilized a variety of statistical tools, including time 

series analysis and regression models. We dared to venture into the realm of predictive modeling,

keen on exploring whether the presence of actuarial professionals could offer some insight into 

the fluctuations of bunker-related interests. As we embarked on this statistical escapade, we 

couldn't shake off the alluring thought of devising actuarial equations for bunker construction 

probabilities.

Finally, to inject an element of whimsy into our methodological odyssey, we indulged in some 

lighthearted diversions, such as brainstorming the potential of creating a "bunker index" based on

actuarial involvement and the ebbs and flows of search queries. While we maintained a serious 

commitment to scientific rigor, we couldn't resist the occasional wink and nod to the hilarity 

woven into our research focus.
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In summary, our methodology entailed a systematic collection of actuarial and bunker-related 

data, rigorous statistical analysis, and an unwavering commitment to balancing scientific gravitas

with a touch of scholarly playfulness. As we embark on this data-driven adventure, we aim to 

capture the quirks of statistical exploration while unraveling the serious statistical implications of

actuarial intrigue and bunker eccentricity. After all, who wouldn't want to know if actuaries can 

predict the rise of bunker enthusiasm with quantitative finesse? It's a statistical mystery wrapped 

in an enigma, sprinkled with a dash of bunker humor!

IV. Results

The analysis of the data revealed a notable correlation between the number of actuaries in 

Oregon and Google searches for "how to build a bunker" over the period from 2004 to 2022. The

correlation coefficient of 0.6917751 suggests a moderately strong positive relationship between 

these two variables. In other words, as the number of actuaries in Oregon increased, so did the 

frequency of Google searches related to bunker construction. It seems that as the number of 

number crunchers multiplied, so did the interest in underground number shelters! (I can't resist a 

good "number" pun!)

Moreover, the coefficient of determination (r-squared) was found to be 0.4785528, indicating 

that approximately 47.86% of the variability in bunker-building searches can be explained by the

number of actuaries in Oregon. This finding provides statistical support for the notion that 

actuaries might actually have a knack for predicting not just financial risks, but also the 

likelihood of an individual embarking on a doomsday prepping journey. It's like they're making 

predictions about predicting - meta, right?
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The statistical analysis also yielded a p-value of less than 0.01, indicating strong evidence against

the null hypothesis of no relationship. This suggests that the observed correlation is not due to 

random chance and provides support for the existence of a genuine link between the presence of 

actuaries and the interest in bunker construction. It appears that these actuaries are not just good 

with numbers; they are predicting the underground trends too! (I couldn't resist another actuarial 

pun – they're just too tempting!)

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Fig. 1 illustrates the scatterplot depicting the relationship between the number of actuaries in 

Oregon and the Google searches for "how to build a bunker." The plot clearly portrays a positive 

linear association, with the bunker-building searches trending upwards as the count of actuaries 

increases. It's as if the actuarial science itself is creating a numerical underground movement, 

isn't it?

V. Discussion
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The findings of this study lend robust support to the quirky yet compelling notion that the 

presence of actuaries in a region is associated with an increased interest in bunker construction. 

Our results, as indicated by the correlation coefficient of 0.6917751 and the p-value of less than 

0.01, align with prior literature suggesting unexpected connections between quantitative 

professionals and seemingly unrelated societal phenomena. These results echo the work of Smith

et al. (2015), who uncovered a significant correlation between the density of accountants and 

sales of lock-picking tools. Just as numbers can unlock the mysteries of financial risk, it appears 

that they may also unlock the fascination with securing underground fortresses. It seems that the 

actuarial minds are not just crunching numbers, they are also "crunching" the likelihood of 

underground adventures!

The coefficient of determination of 0.4785528 further bolsters the evidence that approximately 

47.86% of the variability in bunker-building searches can be attributed to the number of actuaries

in Oregon. This finding strengthens the argument that actuaries possess an innate ability not only

to assess risk but also to forecast esoteric societal trends. It's as if they are using their statistical 

models to peer into the "underground" world of trends - a true testament to their predictive 

prowess. Speaking of predicting, it's like actuaries are saying, "I predict you're preparing for the 

apocalypse, and I have the numbers to prove it!"

The significance of our findings is underscored by the entertaining yet thought-provoking 

underpinning of this investigation. The literature review humorously hinted at the whimsical 

nature of actuarial predispositions, and our results further underscore the potential whimsy 

inherent in the profession. As the research unfolds, it becomes increasingly apparent that 

actuarial science may have a knack for forecasting not just financial risks but also the 

inclinations of individuals to engage in non-traditional pursuits such as bunker building. It's like 
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they are crafting a new specialty - "apocalyptic actuarial analysis" - predicting the risks of 

terrestrial shifts!

In conclusion, these findings add an unexpected yet captivating dimension to the field of 

actuarial science, revealing an uncanny connection between the number of actuaries in Oregon 

and the curiosity surrounding bunker construction. Our study sheds light on the offbeat yet 

intriguing ways in which quantitative professionals may impact unconventional societal trends, 

elevating the discourse on the multidimensional nature of statistics. It seems that actuarial 

science is not just about assessing probabilities; it's also about predicting the most unpredictable 

- human behavior! And remember, when it comes to bunker building, the actuarial trends are 

definitely underground - pun intended!

VI. Conclusion

In conclusion, our study has unearthed a compelling connection between the presence of 

actuaries in Oregon and the fascination with bunker construction, proving that these number 

crunchers possess predictive powers beyond traditional financial risk assessment. It seems they 

can also calculate the odds of someone digging into DIY bunker blueprints! (It's like they're 

building an "underground" fan base!)

The robust correlation coefficient and low p-value provide solid statistical support for the 

relationship between these seemingly unrelated phenomena. This suggests that as the actuarial 

community in Oregon grows, so does the interest in subterranean abodes. It's as if the actuarial 
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profession is not just predicting risks, but also anticipating the need for secure underground 

retreats! (Looks like they're "crunching" some serious bunker-building numbers!)

Further exploration into the underlying mechanisms driving this correlation could shed light on 

the societal impulses that influence both actuarial employment trends and the appeal of bunker-

building pursuits. Investing in such endeavors may offer valuable insights into forecasting 

unconventional consumer behaviors – who knows, perhaps actuaries will soon be offering 

bunker-building insurance! (A whole new meaning to "underground coverage," right?)

Therefore, given the substantial evidence supporting the statistical link between the number of 

actuaries in Oregon and Google searches for "how to build a bunker," it may be concluded that 

no further research is warranted in this area. After all, we've already dug deep enough into this 

whimsical wormhole of statistical serendipity!
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